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1: What is a valid method to configure iLO?
A. SmartStart
B. iLO Setup Utility
C. iLO Rom Based Setup Utility (RBSU)
D. Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP)
Correct Answers: C

2: When must the Vulnerability and Patch Management (VPM) Acquisitions Utility be run separately from the VPM server?
A. when the VPM server has no direct access to the Internet
B. when HP Insight Diagnostic Online is installed on the VPM server
C. when a software firewall or other application uses TCP port 8000 on the VPM server
D. when the Version Control Repository Manager is installed on the same server as the VPM server
Correct Answers: A

3: Which URL accesses the System Management Homepage?
A. http://localhost:480
B. http://localhost:2381
C. https://localhost:480
D. https://localhost:2381
Correct Answers: D

4: Click the Task button.
Click on the drop down menu on the HP SIM Homepage where you would access the Integrated Consoles function for a selected server.
5: In a secured data center environment where servers do not have access to the Internet, how do you implement the HP Vulnerability and Patch Management solution? (Select three.)
A. install HP VPM Server in the secured network
B. install HP VPM Server outside the secured network
C. install HP Systems Insight Manager in the secured network
D. install HP VPM Acquisition Utility inside the secured network
E. install HP VPM Acquisition Utility outside the secured network
F. install HP Systems Insight Manager outside the secured network
6: Within the HP Systems Insight Manager console, what does the blue icon under the SW column/tab indicate?
A. At least one component (softpaq) needs a major update.
B. At least one component (softpaq) needs a minor update.
C. The server could not be contacted for version information.
D. All device components match the version control repository.
Correct Answers: C

7: Which component within the HP Systems Insight Manager and relevant Essential software has the capability to verify antivirus signatures and display notification when they are expired?
A. HP Bastille for Windows
B. HP Security Assessment Manager
C. HP Vulnerability and Patch Management
D. HP Version Control Repository Manager
Correct Answers: C

8: Click the Task button.
In the graphic, click on the icon for the system on which Vulnerability and Patch Management has discovered a critical vulnerability.

Correct Answers:
9: Which agents are polled by HP Systems Insight Manager to obtain hardware status information that is subsequently stored in the database? (Select two.)
A. DMI Agent
B. SNMP Agent
C. Insight Manager Agent
D. Performance Management Agent
Correct Answers: A C

10: Which components are used in the HP Vulnerability and Patch Management solution within HP Systems Insight Manager? (Select two.)
A. HP Version Control Agent
B. HP Insight Management Agent
C. HP Bastille Security technology
D. Harris STAT scanning technology
E. HP Radia patch management technology
Correct Answers: D E